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2012 Planning Rule Monitoring Transition Requirements: 
(i) The status of select watershed conditions. 
 

Comment from Mr. Jim Scheff:  

Requirement (i) relates to watershed to the "Status of select watershed conditions." I see 
nothing in the proposal relating to known issues with nutrient levels, which are most 
certainly originating from USFS controlled agricultural leases. As noted in our 
November 2015 letter to Christy Wampler identifying "data gaps", Hematite lake is 
listed as a 303(d) impaired water body due to nutrient levels, and other water bodies 
around LBL appear to be subject to similar impacts that are completely under the control 
of the Forest Service. I've attached that letter for your convenience. I strongly urge you 
to include this important water quality issue in the monitoring program. This is 
somewhat unique to LBL, because other national forests do not allow this type of 
activity (at least not at the scale of LBL), and therefore nutrient issues in water bodies 
are not often subject to direct control by the agency. 

 
Response: We agree nutrient monitoring in the impounded lakes would be informative. We see 
benefits in the monitoring of additional water quality parameters. The Watershed Watch program 
in the state of Kentucky includes Land Between The Lakes in its reports on water quality. 
Kentucky’s Watershed Watch program provides information online 
at http://water.ky.gov/wsw/pages/default.aspx.  The program samples dozens of 
locations http://kgs.uky.edu/wwky/main.htm.  Additionally, Murray State’s Hancock Biological 
Research Station researches water quality in our area. For more information reference Murray 
State University’s website at https://www.murraystate.edu/qacd/cos/hbs/hbs.htm. We plan to 
collaboratively review and identify any data gaps in water quality monitoring as part of the plan 
revision process. We will involve partners and interested members of the public. 
 
Water quality measures include dissolved oxygen and nutrients. These parameters indicate 
quality of water. Determining overall health of a watershed is a more complex process. The 
Forest Service uses Best Management Practices 
(http://www.fs.fed.us/biology/resources/pubs/watershed/FS_National_Core_BMPs_April2012.p
df ), stream classification, and soil productivity to provide for overall watershed health. We 
recognize excess nutrients may influence our inland water bodies. We can more appropriately 
address these issues on a case-by-case basis at the project level rather than the plan level. 
 
We implement measures designed to absorb nutrients and other chemicals before they reach 
streams and other waterbodies. We do this as part of our open lands program and using our best 
management practice guidelines. Some measures include widening riparian corridors along our 
streams and riverbanks.  These areas encompass the interface between the land and a river or 
stream. We also add field borders.  
 
These measures serve as part of our sustainability goals. This provides healthy aquatic 
ecosystems with increased natural processes to purify water of wastes. With the widened riparian 
corridors and established field borders, streams and rivers can use their natural recovery 
processes of dilution and bacterial decay more effectively. 
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2012 Planning Rule Monitoring Transition Requirements: 
(ii) The status of select ecological conditions including key characteristics of 
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. 
 
Comment from Mr. Jim Scheff: 
 

Bottomland forests and wetland habitats are also critical at LBL, as they have been 
largely lost to inundation and agricultural conversion (both inside and outside of LBL). 
Beaver are strong architects and indicators of functioning bottomland and weltand 
ecosystems. There are some excellent, and very large complexes of beaver ponds 
reclaiming old farmland along Panther Creek in the south end, and I suspect other 
examples exist around LBL. While the Forest Service may have a limited budget to 
restore these bottomlands to a more natural state, beaver both help in that restoration and 
provide an indicator of the status of those habitats. They do not provide indications of 
rare species, but do provide a strong foundation for these overall habitat types. 

 
Response: We considered bottomland and wetland ecosystems with beavers as an indicator for 
these systems. Our riparian forests and wetlands serve as important habitat types in Land 
Between The Lakes. Beavers are opportunistic mammals. They build lodges and create wetland 
type habitats anywhere they can by damming up creeks, streams, and spring water flow areas. 
Beavers created some of the rich and diverse habitats associated with wetlands and bottomlands 
such as in Panther Creek and Bear Creek drainage areas in Tennessee.  
 
Areas that beaver activity occurs in Land Between The Lakes differ from true bottomland 
habitats. All the true bottomland areas in and around the national recreation area were flooded 
with the creation of Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley. The wetland type areas in the backs of 
bays flood seasonally through water control of Lake Barkley and Kentucky Lake.  The U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers and Tennessee Valley Authority control this process. Natural rainfall 
also affects water levels. We maintain the Long Creek wetland in Trigg County, Kentucky with a 
levy system.  
 
Some beaver activity can negatively affect infrastructure. When dams threaten our roads, we 
may remove them.  
 
Per our review, we will continue to monitor riparian forest habitat with the current Management 
Indicator Species – the Acadian flycatcher. For more information about this indicator species 
selection see, the Area Plan Final Environmental Impact Statement found 
at http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/stewardship/land-resource-management/documents-2004-
plan/.  
 
We summarize the scientific accuracy, reliability and relevance in the biology report and the 
Supplemental Technical Background Document.  The biology report is available on request from 
the Area Planner and the supplemental document is available on the 
internet. http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/monitoring-program/. 
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Comment from Mr. Jim Scheff: 
 

Requirement (ii) relates to the "Status of select ecological conditions including key 
characteristics of aquatic ecosystems" and asks the question "How is management of 
LBL affecting special habitats and major biological communities?" Attention to snag and 
den tree habitat is important and appreciated. Overall, however, this section of the 
document does not appear to identify particular "ecological conditions." The bald eagle is 
provided as an indicator, but it is unclear what select conditions the bald eagle is an 
indicator of. The document states that eagles need tall trees, but states that bald eagles 
benefit from timber stand improvement, selective harvests, woodland management, and 
regeneration harvests. The document further cites USFWS, 2007, National Bald Eagle 
Management Guidelines, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the statement in that 
document that "retaining mature trees and old growth forests" is important for the 
species. Therefore, from the information provided, the Bald eagle is not representative of 
any particular habitat type or management emphasis. With regards to Requirement (ii), I 
strongly recommend taking a step back and considering two or three sets of ecological 
conditions that are important at LBL and then finding indicators that have a much closer 
affinity with those conditions. Among the possibilities would be woodland (with rich forb 
layer), wetland, old-growth, riparian forest, etc. 

 
Response: The bald eagle uses forest types that have both closed and open canopy. The key to 
their habitat is their proximity to water and easy access to prey – both aquatic and terrestrial food 
sources. The bald eagle is at the top of the food chain as a predator species. The integrity of 
forested type aquatic environments benefit this species and others such as osprey, little blue 
heron, black-crowned night heron, and Louisiana waterthrush. The bald eagle’s survival depends 
on both water and land habitats.  Under requirement (ii) the bald eagle was identified as the 
optimal species to monitor. 
 
The ecological conditions on the landscape that we identified the bald eagle to measure includes 
all forest types that have tall trees for nesting and roosting and associated with aquatic 
ecosystems  -- like streams, rivers, lakes. We have the largest population of nesting bald eagles 
in Kentucky because of our 300 miles of primarily forested shoreline and our many streams and 
inland lakes. These water bodies provide for easy access to nesting sites and quality foraging 
habitat. 
 
These habitat indicators discussed in the Area Plan Final Environmental Impact Statement 
Biological Assessment include: 

• Management and protection measures for water quality;  
• Vegetation management to provide predominantly oak-hickory forest with large trees for 

perching, roosting, and nesting;  
• Protection of nesting territories;  
• Providing low disturbance for wintering and nesting eagles; and  
• Continued monitoring and protection of wintering and nesting eagles. 

 
See our Biological Assessment online at http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/stewardship/land-
resource-management/documents-2004-plan/.    
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We will continue to use the Monitoring Indicator Species for the status of ecosystems across 
Land Between The Lakes: 

• Pileated woodpecker for snags within forests 
• Eastern bluebird for snags in open habitats, 
• Acadian flycatcher for mature forest within riparian areas, 
• Northern bobwhite quail for native grasslands, 
• Prairie warbler for oak woodlands 
• Great crested flycatcher for mature oak forest in open structural conditions 
• Wood thrush for complex canopy structure within mesophytic and riparian forests and 

providing mature forest interior habitat, 
• Yellow breasted chat for regenerating forest habitat. 

 
 
Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 
 

Conversion of agricultural fields to natural prairies should be used as a monitor on 
whether LBL’s management is appropriate to its purpose. Commercial agriculture may be 
a rare and appealing scenic vista for those trapped in large metropolitan areas. The people 
in LBL’s region are exposed to these rural scenes daily and travel to LBL to escape even 
that. 

 
Response: We included an objective for converting open lands to native grasses in our 2004 
Area Plan. Since that time, we converted approximately 1,100 acres to grassy corridors and 
instituted field borders in the agricultural fields.  We anticipate our agricultural acreage to remain 
roughly the same in the future.   
 
Each year we report our progress in our annual Monitoring and Evaluation Report. Also, our 
Management Indicator Species of northern bobwhite quail and eastern meadowlark that we 
monitor rely upon native grass habitats for survival.  
 
Our Area Plan is at http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/stewardship/land-resource-
management/documents-2004-plan/ and our annual Monitoring and Evaluation Reports is online 
at http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/stewardship/land-resource-management/planning/.  
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2012 Planning Rule Monitoring Transition Requirements: 
(iii) The status of focal species to assess the ecological conditions: 
 
Comments from Mr. Jim Scheff: 
 

We have had much dialogue on the role of fire-adapted disturbance habitats and species. 
It is clear that good focal species for these habitats should be chosen. While I don’t have 
a specific species to recommend at this time, I strongly urge you to consider a species 
that does not simply respond well to canopy disturbance, but instead species that respond 
to the development of a forb-rich forest understory. Little bluestem could be an indicator, 
though there are also probably some good avian indicators. This differentiation is 
important to gauge the success of woodland restoration, as opposed to the more general 
canopy disturbance and brushy, sapling response that is common on private lands where 
logging happens without a restoration component. 

 
Response: This response addresses both Requirements (ii) and (iii) of the transition monitoring.  
Right now for the 2012 Planning Rule Monitoring Transition, we need to identify a minimum of 
one “focal species” for our planning area. When we begin to revise the plan, we will re-evaluate 
focal species and consider other species for selection through a much more in-depth, 
collaborative process. At that time we may make changes to which focal species and ecosystems 
we monitor.  We will continue to monitor the species identified in our 2004 Area Plan.  Some of 
those species will be used to meet the monitoring transition requirements.  
 
Woodlands ecological system and indicator species: 
We considered little bluestem as a potential focal species to represent the woodland ecosystem. 
In February and March 2016 we visited forest stands within our two Oak Grassland 
Demonstration Areas and the Demumbers Creek project area and observed broomsedge species 
dominated the grasses. We found little bluestem primarily along road right-of-ways where the 
soil pH was more alkaline. Broomsedge outcompetes little bluestem.  Also broomsedge can 
easily be found in small patches and on many soil site types across the recreation area. 
 
After researching little bluestem in the literature, we realized the need to identify an avian 
indicator instead of grasses to assess the woodland ecosystem with a forb-rich understory. We 
wanted a species dependent upon the structure and habitat diversity associated with woodland 
ecosystems on the landscape – from the hilltops and down the slopes. The prairie warbler, a 
current Monitoring Indicator Species, is the species we identified because it is dependent on a 
diverse woodland environment under Requirement (ii).  As stated earlier, we chose to further 
evaluate focal species during plan revision. 
 
We summarize the scientific accuracy, reliability and relevance in the biology report and the 
Supplemental Technical Background Document.  The biology report is available on request from 
the Area Planner and the supplemental document is available on the 
internet. http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/monitoring-program/. 
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Comment from Mr. Jim Scheff: 
 

LBL is vital for its ability to provide forest interior habitat in the vastly fragmented 
forests of western Kentucky and Tennessee. One of the more interesting aspects of the 
focal species concept in the forest planning regulations and in the FSH language is that a 
focal species can be a negative indicator (the language even says that the species chosen 
can be an invasive species). Because some forest interior obligates are rare (e.g. Cerulean 
warbler) and hard to monitor, I strongly suggest using Brown-headed cowbird as a focal 
species. Cowbird populations are inversely, and strongly, related forest fragmentation and 
the extent of intact, interior forests. They are also easy to monitor for, and there is good 
data at LBL for this species. I think there is a strong scientific and practical case to be 
made for this. 

 
Response: After receiving this comment, we considered monitoring the brown-headed cowbird 
as a focal species for forest interior habitat. The brown-headed cowbird was not identified as a 
focal species because they are considered a generalist species. Since these birds can live in 
multiple habitats, the numbers of individuals that we observe across Land Between The Lakes 
during breeding bird surveys is not a true indicator of forest interior habitat conditions.   
 
We will continue to monitor forest interior habitat with the current management indicator 
species, wood thrush. We discuss this selection in the Area Plan Final Environmental Impact 
Statement found online at http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/stewardship/land-resource-
management/documents-2004-plan/. Wood thrush require a complex canopy structure within 
mesophytic and riparian forests and relies on mature forest interior habitat. 
 
We summarize the scientific accuracy, reliability and relevance in the biology report.  The 
biology report is available on request from the Area 
Planner. http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/monitoring-program/. 
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Comment from Mr. Jim Scheff: 

 
Requirement (iii) relates to focal species, and I noted in your email to Wade that you 
will be incorporating some of my suggestions. I appreciate that and look forward to 
seeing how those suggestions are incorporated. Yellow-breasted chat appears to be a 
good focal species for shrubby and regenerating habitats. As noted in my suggestions for 
focal species, it would probably be good to incorporate some species that reflects a 
woodland community structure, which is characterized by a grassy/forb layer and is not 
typically characterized by the dense shrubby habitat that the chat relies on (woodland 
may be better monitored under Requirement (ii)). 
 

Comments from Judge Executive Wade White and Mr. Donnie Holland: 

I again restate my opposition to the use of the yellow chat as a monitor.  I believe 
something different should be chosen. Thanks Wade White, Lyon County Judge 
Executive. 

Yes, I am backing the comments of Jim Scheff and Davis Mounger on the Yellow 
Breasted Chat.  Based on the information I have heard this bird, in order to thrive requires 
logging and disturbance.  My concern is that in order to monitor and succeed with this 
one bird will force you into the logging habits that many have fought so hard to stop.  
Why would an agency, who has the ability to choose any animal bird or plant choose the 
one bird that requires logging unless it is the plan to continue logging on a large basis. 
If this is not enough explanation please let me know.  But I do not believe public 
comments require a dissertation on scientific pro's and con's.  I come at this from the 
standpoint that the logging, the way it has been done the past few years and the plans to 
log large areas, are destructive to our ability to bring in tourist.  
Tourist are not interested in visiting logged or grown up areas.  We must do everything 
we can to preserve LBL because it was created as a different place.  It is not a normal 
Forest Service land and should be treated as so.  Any items in the monitoring report 
which will require the same old treatment of LBL is not acceptable to the public I 
represent and who have shown their disdain over the past few months.   Wade White, 
Lyon County Judge Executive 
 
Tina, after consulting with Wade, and following a conference call among several 
coalition members, please note that I concur with Wade's points, and would to like to 
simply add the same concerns and opinions. Thanks, Donnie.  

 
Response: The Area Plan defines 10 and 50 year goals for management of habitats that we 
monitor. The plan directs us to provide a sustained supply of regeneration forest habitats at any 
point in time. This habitat type, with all acres fully implemented, would make up approximately 
5,400 acres, or 3% of Land Between The Lakes. 
 
The 2004 Area Plan clearly defines projected outcomes for Land Between The Lakes.  How 
these goals are applied on the landscape will be modified to account for evolving social values.   
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Regeneration forest types are short-lived on the landscape. In 2016, approximately 1,560 acres 
are considered regeneration forests.  Forests are only considered a “regeneration forest” habitat 
for the first ten years. Regeneration ages will vary across the landscape due to time of cut, site 
conditions for growth, and management of these areas. Varying ages of regeneration are good for 
wildlife and plant habitat diversity. 
 
The yellow-breasted chat is directly associated with forest regeneration. This and other species 
assist us in determining if we satisfy Area Plan management requirements.  
 
Area Plan Goal 5 states we are to, “use a collaborative approach to maintain and restore diversity 
of plant and animal communities supporting viability of associated plants, fish, and wildlife; and 
sustainable levels of habitat and wildlife populations supporting public demand for wildlife-
related recreation.” 
 
Threatened and endangered species, both federal and state, and birds of conservation concern 
species identified in the Area Plan requiring regeneration habitat and/or an extension of this 
habitat include:  

• blue-winged warbler 
• prairie warbler 
• Bewicks wren 
• sharp-shinned hawks 
• Indiana Bat 
• Rafinesque’s big-eared bat 
• Evening bat 
• Northern pine snake 

 
Wildlife viewing is a top recreational activity at Land Between The Lakes. To provide for 
recreation opportunities including wildlife viewing, hunting, and other land use activities we 
look at Land Between The Lakes as a whole with a focus on wildlife and plant diversity.  
 
As land managers, we provide habitats for the life cycle requirement of common species and in 
decline at the local, regional, and global scale. This includes species that require forest 
regeneration habitat. 
 
We summarize the scientific accuracy, reliability and relevance in the biology report and the 
Technical Background Document.  The biology report is available on request from the Area 
Planner.  The Technical Background Document is available 
at http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/monitoring-program/ . 
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Land Between The Lakes Coalition Comment: 

 
Pileated woodpecker was suggested as a focal species for forest interior habitat at the 
meeting with the Land Between the Lakes Coalition. 

 
Response: The pileated woodpecker requires large cavity trees for nesting. It forages on dead 
trees and downed logs across a variety of community types. Because approximately 92% of Land 
Between The Lakes is forested, this species is found anywhere in forest types having suitable 
large cavity trees. 
 
The number of observations of the pileated woodpecker during breeding bird survey in a given 
year would not be a true indication of forest interior habitat we are providing for other species. 
This is because the other species are almost entirely dependent on forest interior habitat for their 
life-cycle needs. 
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2012 Planning Rule Monitoring Transition Requirements: 
(iv) The status of a select set of ecological conditions to contribute to the 
recovery of federally listed threatened and endangered species, conserve 
proposed and candidate species, and maintain a viable population of species of 
conservation concern. 
 
Comment from Mr. Jim Scheff: 
 

Requirement (iv) related to Threatened and Endangered species and other species of 
“conservation concern.” It was my understanding from the meeting a couple of weeks 
ago that a new list of species of conservation concern was being prepared by Region 8, 
and so I will likely have more feedback when that is available. However, I think that the 
Forest Service needs to address more T&E Species than just Price’s potato bean. Habitat 
and monitoring requirements for the potato bean do not reflect the needs or population 
trends for Indiana bat, Bray bat, Northern long-eared bat, or Least tern, all which are 
federally listed and find habitat at LBL. 
 

Response: The Endangered Species Act requires us to monitor and report the status of all 
federally listed species with suitable habitat on Land Between The Lakes.  These species 
includes the Indiana bat, Gray bat, Northern long-eared bat, and Price’s potato bean.  The Least 
tern has habitat on the lakeshores managed by Tennessee Valley Authority and the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers.  
 
We use our Area Plan monitoring and evaluation reports to convey data regarding federally listed 
species. As part of a recovery plan for the federally threatened Price’s Potato Bean, we 
collaborate with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in managing all known locations of this 
native plant species on our recreation area.  
 
At the project level, we monitor regional forester sensitive species known to occur or which have 
suitable habitats at Land Between The Lakes. We will continue to monitor the Management 
Indicator Species until plan revision when they are no longer required.  We will begin 
monitoring species of conservation concern with known habitats at Land Between The Lakes 
after the regional office provides the list and their guidance under the 2012 Planning Rule.  
 
Our Area Plan is online at http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/wp-
content/uploads/2014/05/LBLAreaPlan.pdf .   Find our annual Monitoring and Evaluation 
Reports online at http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/stewardship/land-resource-
management/planning/.  
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2012 Planning Rule Monitoring Transition Requirements: 
(v) The status of visitor use, visitor satisfaction, and progress toward meeting 
recreation objectives. 
 
Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 
 

All anecdotal evidence is that use of the trails at LBL has declined since the Forest 
Service took over, though there is inadequate monitoring to either verify or falsify this. 
This should be remedied. 
 

Response: We offer hikers, bikers, and runners free full use of our trails. We know trails are 
being used because we note wear and tear on trails due to activity.  
 
We issued 1,811 back packing permits during fiscal year 2015, and noted a year to year increase.  
We also monitor fee permits obtained for horseback riding and off-highway vehicle use.  We 
address part (v) of the 2012 requirements for trails by monitoring issuance of permits.  
 
We place emphasis on visitation trends and customer comments when evaluating the trail 
management program at Land Between The Lakes National Recreation Area. 
 
Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 
 

The need to provide sales of basic supplies and services inside LBL should be used as a 
monitoring item to indicate an inadequate job of promoting economic development 
outside LBL. If the supplies and services were readily available on the outside, they 
would not be necessary inside. To the extent they are provided inside, it limits the ability 
of outside, private sources, to provide those goods and services. The need to provide 
these in LBL should be used as proof that more must be done to encourage private 
development outside. This should be monitored. 

 
Response: We monitor sales at the outposts and the services we provide to the people who use 
the campgrounds. We purchase items we sell at these facilities at retail prices from local stores in 
support of the local economy. Economic development outside Land Between The Lakes will be 
monitored as part of the broad scale monitoring conducted by the region under requirement (vii) 
of the 2012 Transition Monitoring. 
 
 
Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 
 

True “wilderness-like” use (“Recreation for the Rugged” was the TVA catch phrase) was 
the stated purpose for forming LBL and forcibly removing the people and all “signs of 
civilization, including homes and farms.” Backpacking, truly primitive camping—
whether by backpackers, horse riders, etc. should be promoted. More trails, better signage 
and maps, more promotion, etc. should be monitored as an indicator of effectiveness of 
management implementation. Development of more water sources would be one possible 
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indicator that could be used for monitoring, as well as improvements in functional maps, 
signage, and promotion of non-car outdoor experiences.  
  

Response: We regularly review our trail maps, signage, and water sources with groups of trail 
users. We also added a new Backpack Camping page to our website. The first draft of the page 
can be found online at http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/seendo/camping/backpacking/.  
 
The new requirement for a Forest Service Trail program is sustainability. In the long term, our 
trail systems must be easily maintained and able to protect natural resources like our streams and 
waterways. Sustainable trails means that we provide trail opportunities and settings that are 
economically and socially supportable in the long term. The Forest Service wants to only have 
trail systems that last. Right now we’re following Forest Service direction of “no net gain” of 
trail miles. 
 
We report trail miles and improvements in the annual Monitoring Evaluation Reports and will 
continue this reporting under the 2012 Planning Rule Transition Monitoring requirements.  
 
Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 
 

Environmental (and heritage) education must not be limited to kiosk displays but should 
be hands on and, in keeping with the LBL rhetoric, infused into every experience at LBL. 
Monitoring indicators for the effectiveness of the educational program should include the 
amount of litter in LBL, damage to sites and roads, etc. If the educational program were 
truly effective, there would be widespread public participation in protecting the natural 
environment at LBL as well as the necessary infrastructure to support appropriate 
recreational use and heritage sites. 

 
Response: Goal 3 of our 2004 Area Plan directs us to, “Utilize a variety of methods and 
opportunities to provide an Environmental Education message to every visitor.” As part of the 
monitoring we ask, “Has the Forest Service made progress toward successfully changing 
behaviors as a result of environmental education experiences to visitors?”  
 
We answer this question in our annual Monitoring Reports by explaining the accomplishments of 
visitors in our, “Respect the Resource” program. Highlights include recycling, voluntary trash 
pick-up, and volunteer projects. The program also supports hiking and off highway vehicle trail 
maintenance. Other projects invest time in removing invasive weeds, and building birdhouses 
and split rail fences. We design our projects to deliver a tangible benefit while promoting a stake 
in public lands at Land Between The Lakes. 
 
To meet these goals we design environmental education programs that encourage people to take 
what they learn here, back home with them. We promote planting native plants at home and 
switching to organic gardening, building bluebird and bat roosting boxes, and fostering backyard 
habitats for monarch butterflies, birds, bats, and other native plants and wildlife. We track 
attendance and state environmental messages in our annual report. 
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We also monitor attendance at our environmental education facilities that include the Woodlands 
Nature Station, Homeplace 1850s Farm, the Golden Pond Planetarium and Observatory, Elk and 
Bison Prairie, and Brandon Spring Group Center. Staff also offers programs at Hillman Ferry 
and Piney Campgrounds. Our efforts track outreach programs to schools, state parks, 
campgrounds, and more. 
 
We use environmental education programs as a catalyst for people to positively shape their 
values and their behavior.  We will continue to measure our accomplishments in this area. 
 
We include heritage education opportunities participation in our monitoring report. Our heritage 
department also produces the Heritage Annual Report. This report contains more details and 
includes monitoring program successes.  The heritage report details annual undertakings, 
protection and avoidance monitoring for timber sales and prescribed burns, tribal relations, field 
survey reports; interpretation and outreach efforts, partnerships, volunteer programs, and more. 
Find the reports online at http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/stewardship/heritage/.  
 
Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 

For those of us who lived through the forced relocations it was more than obvious that 
this [stimulation of the economy in the surrounding region] was the driving force behind 
the LBL project. It was the argument used in the press, almost daily, that opposition to 
the LBL project by the Between the Rivers people was an obstacle to a better future for 
the entire region. LBL was to be a demonstration of a unique form of management for 
public lands so that public vs. private ownership of the land would actually benefit the 
region rather than causing—through removal of private owners from the tax base and 
reduction of the local population. This was used as the main argument before Congress 
and in federal court to justify the use of eminent domain and the resulting mistreatment of 
the people. It was for the greater good, we were told, even if those being removed would 
experience greater harm than benefit. Therefore, careful monitoring of the economic 
impacts of LBL on the regional economy should be a primary indicator of the 
effectiveness of management. 

Response:  We agree that we must monitor the economic impacts of our programs and services 
on the regional economy as part of our mission. Every five years we conduct the Forest Service’s 
congressionally approved and Office of Management and Budget authorized National Visitor 
Use Monitoring Program. The latest results reported that the total trip spending per traveling 
group averaged $220. More information can be found online 
at http://apps.fs.fed.us/nfs/nrm/nvum/results/ReportCache/Rnd3_A08060_Master_Report.pdf.   

This nationwide visitor use survey provides statistical estimates of visitation. The program has 
two concurrent goals: first, to produce estimates of the volume of recreation visitation; and 
second, to produce descriptive information about that visitation, including activity participation, 
demographics, visit duration, measures of satisfaction, and trip spending connected to the visit.   
The results of the surveys for all forests and grasslands can be found 
at http://apps.fs.fed.us/nfs/nrm/nvum/results/.  

Because of the frequency of this survey, we rely on data from the states of Kentucky and 
Tennessee.  
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Land Between The Lakes National Recreation Area served as the number one destination when 
compared with other tourist destinations in Kentucky. We welcome an average of 1.5 million 
visitors annually. The recreation area anchored $523,928,398 in direct tourism dollar 
expenditures for Kentucky’s Western Waterlands region in 2014, according to the state of 
Kentucky. This represents a 3.4 percent increase over 2013. Kentucky’s report is 
at http://www.kentuckytourism.com/!userfiles/Industry/Economic%20Impact%20of%20Kentuck
y%20Travel%20and%20Tourism%20Industry%202013-2014.pdf.    

Stewart and Henry Counties in Tennessee reported tourist direct expenditures totaling around 
$63,690,000 in 2014. Land Between The Lakes serves as a tourism and economic draw in those 
two counties as well. The Tennessee report can be found 
at https://www.tnvacation.com/industry/sites/default/files/Economic%20Impact%20of%20Trave
l%20on%20Tennessee%20Counties%202014.pdf.   

These tourism industry reports also include employment statistics. They also include information 
on sales and local tax receipts as part of the tourist economic impact. 

Further economic impact of forest activities, such as timber harvest, are done on an 
environmental/project analysis level.  

 

Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 

LBL planners described LBL as a “green magnet” that would attract visitors to the area to 
recreate in a natural setting that would become increasingly rare on the outside. They 
were accurate about the “increasingly rare” aspect. Crop land, fragmented young forests 
and open fields dominate this region of the U.S. There are no urban areas in the region 
from which most visitors to LBL come. Those who leave their mostly rural or small town 
communities to travel to LBL do so in order seek out mature hardwood forests, streams 
and quietude they cannot access in the areas where they live. Very careful, detailed, and 
accurate monitoring of LBL visitation should be a core indicator of LBL management. 

 

Response: We value accurate visitation numbers. Our numbers reflect estimates because many 
recreational activities at Land Between The Lakes require no fee, permit, or registration.  Many 
of our visitors launch their boats off our ramps, view wildlife, swim in the lakes, or enjoy our 
300 mile undeveloped shoreline and varied hiking trails.  

We collect actual visitation trends at campgrounds and through backcountry camping, 
backpacking and online permits. Traffic counters and admissions to our environmental education 
facilities provide objective data.  Program and facility managers constantly monitor visitation to 
identify trends that affect use.  A decline in visitation at a campground for example would trigger 
us to take a closer look at the facilities and usage.  We also conduct periodic reviews of programs 
and activities in line with sustainable recreation objectives.  
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Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 
 

Revising the designations used for types of visitors and use must be a priority. The 
current designations are, at best, inadequate for gaining any meaningful knowledge about 
what is actually going on at LBL. At worst, the designations are deliberately misleading. 
For instance, “back country use” should not refer to car camping outside a fully 
developed Winnebago park. Currently there is no method by which actual use of the real 
back country, Core Areas, or potential roadless areas indicated in Forest Service planning 
records can be measured. Most visitors to LBL don’t even know these exist, or how to 
access them. Measuring not only their use, but positive changes in how the Forest Service 
manages these unique resources should be critical. LBL is the only access to such places 
most people in the region have, and such use is effectively, if not deliberately, 
discouraged by current management policies. 

 
Response: We track issued backpack permits and will continue this tracking under the 2012 
requirements.  Backpackers receive a true, “back country,” experience. This activity is free for 
our visitors.  We issued 1,811 backpacking permits in fiscal year 2015. Backpacking permit 
popularity has increased in recent years. 

The permit is not required, but strongly recommended for safety purposes. We will soon offer 
the permits online. As more visitors acquire these permits, the quality of our tracking data will 
improve. We expect this service to be available online in June. 

Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 
 

Monitoring the impact on visitation numbers from “free days” should be undertaken. 
Increased visitation to LBL on these days means increased economic activity at the 
private businesses surrounding LBL. It also indicates increased positive social impact in 
an area the current Area Plan describes as economically depressed. This should be used 
in determining the overall impact of the fees at facilities in LBL and used to at least 
acknowledge the “forever free to the public” promise that was made in every living room 
Between the Rivers as the LBL project was explained to families facing forced removal. I 
requested visitation numbers for free days at the Homeplace, Elk-Bison range and Nature 
station compared to other days and was told the numbers do not exist. This should be 
easily remedied and would provide valuable information for planning. 

 

Response: Many national public lands programs provide waivers for “standard amenity fees” 
like park entrance fees and parking fees at trail heads. At Land Between The Lakes entrance to 
the forest and our hike/bike trails are free every day. 

In order to honor these national “fee free” programs for our local communities, we’ve opted to 
provide free entry into our environmental education programs considered “expanded amenities.” 
These include our Woodlands Nature Station and Homplace1850s Farm. The Golden Pond 
Planetarium participates on a limited basis because it serves as a fundraiser for our the Friends of 
Land Between The Lakes. 
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We encourage people to come to our facilities with special national passes that include Military, 
Golden Age, Golden Access, and 4th Grade passes. We also encourage people to take advantage 
of the fee free days throughout the year; including special days for veterans and educators.  
These national fee free days include Veterans Day, National Public Lands Day, Get Outdoors 
Day, Martin Luther King Jr. Day, and Presidents’ Day.  You can find how we honor these days 
on our Rates and Hours page at http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/visit/rates-hours/.   

We also offer free entry to the Nature Station, the Homeplace 1850s Farm, and the Golden Pond 
Planetarium for military families and their guests Monday through Friday. The new, Every Kid 
in a Park Program began in September of 2015. This program provides free entry to 4th graders 
and their guests to the Nature Station and the Homeplace 1850s Farm.   

We currently track all entry types to facilities on a daily basis which includes free entries. 

Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 
 

Programs geared towards backpacking, hiking, birdwatching, horseback riding and 
camping, and general understanding of ecological systems of a hardwood (not non-native 
pine) forest should be indicators of successful management. The numbers of people 
participating in these programs should be monitored for changes over time. “Free” will 
bring more use and increased visitation than the current fees and is at least consistent 
with the justification for taking our homes and way of life. There is much research on the 
economic impact birdwatchers and hikers have on the economy of towns surrounding 
National Parks. The Forest Service should manage LBL with those numbers in mind, not 
board feet. 
 

Response: We agree, outdoor recreation is an economic power house in Kentucky and 
Tennessee. The Outdoor Industry Association estimates that in 2014 outdoor recreation 
generated $8.4 billion in consumer spending in Kentucky and $8.2 billion in Tennessee. 
According to the Outdoor Industry Association’s research on trends, we provide all of the top 5 
most popular and top 5 favorite adult outdoor activities and all but one for youth and young adult 
groups. These research reports can be found at https://outdoorindustry.org/research-
tools/research-reports/.   

Many of the activities listed like running, biking, hiking, birdwatching and wildlife viewing our 
visitors take part in for free. For camping, our visitation numbers show that most of our campers 
take advantage of our developed and other camping sites where they pay a usage fee. We offer 
free backpack camping. Visitors who fish from our banks or out in their boats only pay for the 
appropriate state licensing fees. With our free outdoor activities, we estimate usage in our overall 
visitation figures.  

As we move forward into a more sustainable future, we will use tools like these reports and the 
Forest Service National Visitor Use Monitoring Program to ensure we provide the services our 
visitors want to use. 
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Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 

Because almost all of the heritage resources in LBL pertain to the BTR cultural heritage 
and BTR, Inc. is the largest and most active organization working to preserve that 
cultural heritage, BTR, Inc. should be included as signatories on Programmatic 
Agreements and Heritage Implementations Plans that will determine the fate of our 
cultural resources.  Preservation of these resources must take a dual sided approach: 
education of the public regarding the cultural heritage associated with the place, and 
sustaining the Between the Rivers natives’ connection to our homeland.  These objectives 
overlap, but they are not identical and monitoring criteria for the heritage program must 
reflect this.  Keeping alive the cultural connection to place is the job of the BTR people, 
but the LBL heritage program should have a cooperative role in this, rather than being an 
obstacle. 

Response: The Land Between The Lakes heritage monitoring component began with the 2006 
Monitoring & Evaluation report.  Various sections of the report placed special emphasis on the 
heritage resources of Land Between The Lakes.  This led us to create a specific monitoring 
question under requirement (v) of the transition monitoring.  The question asks “How is the 
Forest making progress towards creating and implementing a Heritage Program at LBL?”  

The indicator is the LBL Heritage Annual Report (see link to past and current annual reports 
below).  The Heritage Annual Report contains documentation of current year compliance 
activities as required by our signed and executed National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as 
amended, Section 106 regulations Programmatic Agreement (see links to National Historic 
Preservation Act, Section 106 regulations, LBL Heritage Programmatic Agreement below).  The 
Annual Report also contains documentation of current year heritage program activities and target 
reporting as required by USFS Directives described in the Forest Service Manual and Handbook.  

The Annual Report is available to all of the interested public, including BTR, Inc.  

Current and past Heritage Annual Reports; National Historic Preservation Act, Section 106, LBL 
Programmatic Agreement, and the USFS Heritage Manual and Handbook are located on the 
internet at: 

http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/stewardship/heritage/ 

 
Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 

Several sites in LBL have been identified as eligible for inclusion in the National Register 
of Historic Places.  The condition and use of these sites should be monitored as a criteria 
of the effectiveness of the heritage program.  These include, but are not limited to, Bell 
City (Empire Farm), the north fire tower, the Star Lime Works community, various 
standing structures, etc.  BTR, Inc. should have an active role in this. 

Response: 
Under our current Heritage Programmatic Agreement, all sites at Land Between The Lakes are 
considered as eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.   
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Additionally, as we record sites, we add those that meet the criteria as USDA Forest Service 
Priority Heritage Assets to our National Heritage database.  These heritage assets must have a 
condition assessment completed every 5 years.  
 
We plan to use our Heritage Annual Report as a new monitoring indicator.  The reports will 
include reporting of Priority Heritage Assets and their condition assessments each year.   
 
For more information and past Heritage Annual Reports as well as the National Historic 
Preservation Act, Section 106, LBL Programmatic Agreement, and the USFS Heritage Manual 
and Handbook visit: 
http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/stewardship/heritage/ 
 

Comment from Mr. David Nickell: 

Traditional Cultural Place (TCP) criteria from the National Heritage Preservation Act 
should be acknowledged for Between the Rivers (as opposed to LBL).  This simple step 
expands eligibility for protection beyond those sites that meet the very narrow 
specifications for inclusion in the Register and open the door for sites that have cultural 
significance to the Between the Rivers communities, but not to the general public.  This 
would allow recognition of sites such as Dead Horse Crossing, Crossroads, Sardis, Yale 
School, and others that the general public may not even know exist.  They are essential to 
preserving OUR cultural knowledge of ourselves and verifiable steps towards this goal 
should be used as monitoring criteria (i.e., signage, inclusion in project planning records, 
application for TCP recognition, etc.) 

Response:  We continue to comply with the requirements and criteria in the National Historic 
Preservation Act as required by law.  

The 2012 Planning Rule Transition Monitoring requirements do not address the requirements in 
the National Historic Preservation Act.  We plan to use our Heritage Annual Report as a new 
monitoring indicator.  
  
On the following webpage, you will find links to current and past Heritage Annual Reports; 
National Historic Preservation Act, Section 106, LBL Programmatic Agreement, and the USFS 
Heritage Manual and Handbook: 
http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/stewardship/heritage/ 
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2012 Planning Rule Monitoring Transition Requirements: 
(vi) Measurable changes on the plan area related to climate change and other 
stressors that may be affecting the plan area: 
 
We received no comments about this requirement.  One individual had questions about the Paris 
Accords and we addressed this with her directly. 
 

 

 

 

 

2012 Planning Rule Monitoring Transition Requirements: 
(vii) Progress toward meeting the desired conditions and objectives in the 
plan, including for providing multiple use opportunities: 
 
We received comments related to this requirement from Mr. David Nickell.  Those comments 
also concerned requirement (v).  The Southern Region will assess economic sustainability in the 
future.  The regional assessment team will include local issues as proposed. 

 

 

 

 

2012 Planning Rule Monitoring Transition Requirements: 

(viii) The effects of each management system to determine that they do not 
substantially and permanently impair the productivity of the land: 
 
We received no comments about this requirement. 
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Available references 
 
2012 Planning Rule Transition Monitoring 
Information on the monitoring requirements in the new Planning Rule, the supplemental 
technical background documents and proposed changes to the monitoring program in the Land 
Between The Lakes can be found online at: http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/monitoring-
program/ . 
 
The scientific accuracy, reliability and relevance for these response to comments are summarized 
in the biology report.  The biology report is available on request from the Area Planner. 
 
2004 Area Plan and Documents 
http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/stewardship/land-resource-management/documents-2004-
plan/ 
 
Economic Impact Tourism Industry 

Kentucky 
http://www.kentuckytourism.com/!userfiles/Industry/Economic%20Impact%20of%20Ke
ntucky%20Travel%20and%20Tourism%20Industry%202013-2014.pdf 
Tennessee https://www.tnvacation.com/industry/sites/default/files/Economic%20Impact
%20of%20Travel%20on%20Tennessee%20Counties%202014.pdf    

 
Forest Service National Visitor Use Monitoring survey 
http://apps.fs.fed.us/nfs/nrm/nvum/results/ 
http://apps.fs.fed.us/nfs/nrm/nvum/results/ReportCache/Rnd3_A08060_Master_Report.pdf 
 
Outdoor Industry Association 
https://outdoorindustry.org/research-tools/research-reports/.   
 
Rates and Hours 
http://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/visit/rates-hours/ 
 
Water Resources 

Forest Service uses Best Management 
Practices http://fsweb.r8.fs.fed.us/nr/bio_phy_res/water/BMPs.shtml 
Kentucky Watershed Watch 
http://water.ky.gov/wsw/pages/default.aspx  
Location Map  
http://kgs.uky.edu/wwky/main.htm. 
Murray State Hancock Biological Research Station 
https://www.murraystate.edu/qacd/cos/hbs/hbs.htm. 
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